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P e t e r  J .  S c h wa r t z
Formulating a Thesis
... or, Chaos and Cosmos1
Thesis (n): A proposition laid down or stated, esp. as a theme to be 
discussed and proved, or to be maintained against attack […] a statement, 
assertion, tenet. From Greek θέσις putting, placing; a proposition, 
affirmation, etc. (source: Oxford English Dictionary)
“Since the beginning of time, people have tried to make statements about the world…” No, wait, sorry, that was an early draft.  Let’s try this instead:
“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep…And God said, ‘Let there be light’; and there was light. And God saw 
that the light was good; and God separated the light from the darkness. God 
called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was evening 
and there was morning, one day.” 
Okay, I’d say that’s a better way to begin. But I didn’t write this, so I should 
footnote it: Genesis 1:1-2 (NRSV). So now let me revise my thesis: 
“Since the beginning of recorded literary history, people have used lan-
guage to try to make statements about the world; like the author(s) of Genesis, 
they have understood the act of making such statements as a matter of using 
language to make distinctions, of marking differences, in order to make a cos-
mos out of chaos.” 
Of course, we in the Core know that Genesis is not the beginning of lit-
erary history. Here for example is something much older: “When above the 
1  A lecture delivered at a plenary session on writing for the students of cc102, Core Hu-
manities II: Antiquity and the Medieval World, on February 18, 2016.
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heaven had not (yet) been named, / (And) below the earth had not (yet) been 
called by a name; / (When) Apsû primeval, their begetter, / Mummu, and 
Tiamat, she who gave birth to them all, / (Still) mingled their waters together, 
/ And no pasture land had been formed (and) not (even) a reed marsh was 
to be seen; / When none of the (other) gods had been brought into being, 
/ (When) they had not (yet) been called by (their) names, and their name(s 
and their destinies) had not (yet) been fixed, / (At that time) were the gods 
created within them. / Lahmu and Lahâmu came into being; they were called 
by (their) names.”2 That’s from the Enuma Eliš (I.1-10), the ancient Sumerian 
cosmognony or creation myth upon which the first lines of Genesis are clearly 
based; same tradition as Gilgamesh. It seems the ancient Sumerians thought, 
like the Hebrews, that naming and worldmaking had something to do with 
each other.
Once again, I may need to revise my thesis. But first, a Core-inspired re-
flection.
These two cosmogonic narratives seem at first to leave creation to deities. 
But if you keep in mind, first, that these texts are, as texts, human artifacts, 
things made by people; and second, if you note that the Lord of Genesis gave 
man the power of naming the things in the world: “So out of the ground the 
Lord God formed every beast of the field and every bird of the air, and brought 
them to the man to see what he would call them; and whatever the man called 
every living creature, that was its name” (Genesis 2:19); and third, if you stop 
to think that texts such as these have been used by humans for ages in order 
to order their sense of the world, then I think you will understand how Gen-
esis and Enuma Eliš, as artifacts of ordered language, both represent and enact 
the making, by humans, in language, of cosmos—an ordered universe—out of 
chaos—disorder. 
As a theme in the Core, this should sound familiar. I’ll give more examples. 
Let’s fast-forward a thousand years, and four weeks in our syllabus—”In the 
beginning was the word.” That’s from the Gospel of John (1:1); the Evangelist’s 
2   Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis: The Story of Creation, 2nd ed. (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1951), 18.
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word for “word” is λόγος, logos. 
Or take Aristotle: “Those who regulate their desires and actions by a ratio-
nal principle will greatly benefit from a knowledge of [the] subject [of ethics]” 
(NE 1095a10-12).3 His word for “rational principle” is logos, whose fundamental 
meaning, according to his translator Martin Ostwald, is “‘speech,’ ‘statement,’ 
in the sense of a coherent and rational arrangement of words; but it can apply 
to a rational principle underlying many things.”4 
Or we could visit cc202 and watch Goethe’s Faust reinterpret the Gospel 
of John: “In the beginning was the act.” What, not the word, but the act? Yes: 
the act of writing the word, of producing our human cosmos through language: 
logos understood in a humanist sense, as a human act.5 
Or we could ask Confucius, who’s very concerned to name—to define—
things correctly: “Let the ruler be a ruler; the subject, a subject; the father, a 
father; the son, a son.” In his historical moment of chaos, the stakes of a failure 
at naming are really quite high; indeed, it’s a matter of survival: “If indeed the 
ruler is not a ruler, the subject not a subject, the father not a father, the son not 
a son, then although there is grain, how will I be able to eat it?” (Analects 12.11).6 
Or, finally, take Lao Tzu, who describes such distinctions as this while 
also rejecting them: “Tao called Tao is not Tao” (Tao Te Ching 1); “Is and isn’t 
produce each other” (2).7 This description of how language works is correct. 
In language, where most of us live, most of the time, “is” and “isn’t” produce 
3   Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, trans. & with an introduction and notes by Martin Ost-
wald (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1999), 6.
4   Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, 6n10.
5   “It says: ‘In the beginning was the Word.’ / Already I am stopped. It seems absurd. / The 
Word does not deserve the highest prize, / I must translate it otherwise / If I am well inspired 
and not blind. / It says: in the beginning was the Mind. / Ponder that first line, wait and see, 
/ Lest you should write too hastily. / Is mind the all-creating source? / It ought to say: In the 
beginning there was Force. / Yet something warns me as I grasp the pen, / That my translation 
must be changed again. / The spirit helps me. Now it is exact, / I write: In the beginning was 
the Act. “ Goethe’s Faust, lines 1224-37, trans. Walter Kaufmann (New York: Anchor, 1961), 153.
6   The Analects of Confucius, trans. Burton Watson (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2007), 82.
7   Lao-Tzu, Tao Te Ching, trans. Stephen Addiss and Stanley Lombardo, Introduction by 
Burton Watson (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1993).
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each other: “hard,” as a concept, depends on “easy,” as its antithesis, just as, say, 
“high” is determined by “low,” or “white” by “black”; likewise, the initial cut to 
raw stone, or smooth wood, determines the possible subsequent cuts that will 
yield a shaped sculpture, while the first word from your mouth in a conversa-
tion, your first sentence upon a blank page, determines, restricts, enables all 
subsequent discourse.8 For a blank page is chaos, the unlimited possibility of 
all things, without direction, intention or meaning; your first sentence is the 
beginning of creation, your separation of heaven from earth, your naming of 
what you intend to discuss and distinction of this from what you do not, your 
first day of worldmaking. 
Because, you see, the beauty part is that we, your teachers, are asking you 
not just to read about this, but to do it—to make your own ordered worlds, to 
make cosmos on paper. For that is what writing is: the creation, by humans, of 
order from chaos, of pages of prose from a tohuwabohu, a naqbu9 of inchoate 
thoughts, impressions, insights, feelings, convictions, and life experience. We 
are doing no less than to ask you to make cosmos from chaos, to create new 
worlds. Not that you need to be asked, since this is the ongoing task of all life: 
making entropy into order, as well and as long as we can. We all know that en-
tropy wins in the end, but also that what we make can resist it, and sometimes 
survive it. 
This is why, in the Arabian Nights, you have Scheherazade telling tales to 
an angry king to delay her own death. This is why, in Boccaccio’s Decameron, 
you have seven women and three men removing themselves from the plague-
ridden city of Florence, from an urban cosmos in social collapse, to set up a 
well-ordered, graceful alternative world of language and beauty. Like Schehe-
razade, these men and women use narrative against death, recounting a hun-
8   Cf. Niklas Luhmann, Art as a Social System, trans. Eva M. Knodt (Stanford, CA: Stan-
ford University Press, 2000), 26-36.
9   Heb. tōhū wā-bōhū: Gen. 1:1, “without form and void,” “a formless waste” (The Anchor Bi-
ble: Genesis, trans. with an introduction and notes by E.A. Speiser (Garden City, NY: Double-
day, 1964), 5n2; Akk. naqbu, “the deep” (Epic of Gilgamesh, Tablet 1, line 1: Sha naqba imuru, “He 
who saw the Deep”) may mean either the “deep body of underground water believed to supply 
springs and wells, that is, the cosmic realm of Ea better known as the Apsû,” or “totality.” Gil-
gamesh: A New English Version, trans. Stephen Mitchell (New York: Free Press, 2004), 230.
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dred stories in well-ordered language over the course of ten days, one story per 
day per person, following rules of comportment, bounding themselves against 
social and physical disintegration. And then we have Shakespeare, whose son-
nets promise eternal life, in language at least, to his—alas!—merely mortal 
beloved: “Nor shall Death brag thou wand’rest in his shade / When in eternal 
lines to time thou grow’st. / So long as men can breathe or eyes can see, / So 
long lives this, and this gives life to thee” (Sonnet XVIII).10
So now you know why your professors treat misplaced apostrophes (it’s!), 
the word “relatable,” and “Since the beginning of time…” like the end of the 
world: to us, such errors feel like the seams at which cosmos turns into chaos. 
I’ll confess that I, too, am inclined to side with Confucius on this, at least in 
principle: I don’t like to sit on a mat that’s not straight, I don’t like to drink 
lattes from paper cups, and I am possibly unduly irked by a sentence that 
doesn’t quite say what it means to say, that violates order in grammar or us-
age, that departs too much—or, really, at all!—from its very significant task of 
creation, of making order from chaos. In this sense at least, a misplaced comma 
really is a disordered world.
To be sure, a well-ordered world is a goal, not an expectation—it always 
has been. Sometimes you need to sit down, and a crooked mat is all you’ve got. 
“[W]e should try to become immortal as far as that is possible and do our ut-
most to live in accordance with what is highest in us,” says our friend Aristotle 
(NE 1177b34-36). Yet even he seems to admit that humans can never be quite 
as gods: the life of the man supremely happy by virtue of the activity of his 
intelligence “would be more than human” (NE 1177b27). In other words, the 
conquest of chaos involves constant effort; it’s an ongoing process, one never 
completed, and maybe never completely successful—which is not to say that 
10   Shakespeare, Sonnet XVIII: “Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day? / Thou art more 
lovely and more temperate. / Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, / And summer’s 
lease hath all too short a date. / Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines, / And often is 
his gold complexion dimmed; / And every fair from fair sometime declines, / By chance, or 
nature’s changing course, untrimmed; / But thy eternal summer shall not fade, / Nor lose pos-
session of that fair thou ow’st, / Nor shall death brag thou wand’rest in his shade, / When in 
eternal lines to Time thou grow’st. / So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, / So long lives 
this, and this gives life to thee. “
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it’s not worth doing.
That was an aside, and a long one, but I hope useful, because it suggests 
why my thesis matters. Half of the reason I did all that was to convince you that 
my thesis matters, and half was to show you that part of the work of a thesis—
any thesis—is to convince one’s readers or listeners that it matters. My thesis at 
this point is that it’s important for you to use language well, and I’ve got evidence 
to back that up. 
So why didn’t I just come out and say this up top, thesis-statement style? 
“Hello, scholars, let me tell you: It’s important to use language well.”—For a 
couple of reasons. One, you would yawn. It’s a boring way to say the thing; it’s 
obvious, you’ve heard it before, and it’s exactly what you would expect me to 
say, after which you might just fall asleep as I droned on with horror stories 
about spelling mistakes on resumés. Instead I took my time with it, played 
around some. You can play too, if it serves your purpose. Your thesis, conten-
tion, hypothesis does not have to come as your very first sentence, and it does 
not have to take the form of a statement; there can be better ways to draw 
people in than to show all your cards right up front. So why did I do what I 
did—open with a bad sentence, revise it, pull it through texts you have read to 
make my argument clearer? 
First, to amuse you: I want your attention; that’s one way to get it. Ancient 
Roman rhetorical theory has a technical term for this: captatio benevolentiae, 
capturing your benevolence, “a rhetorical technique aimed to capture the good-
will of the audience at the beginning of a speech or appeal.”11 This is one trick 
you’ll want to keep in mind; call it a hook, if you like.
Second, I wanted to situate my argument on common ground, to make 
you feel that what I am saying has continuity with things you’ve already been 
thinking, to say, in effect: You know this already, let me show you in what way 
you know it, so I can show you in what ways you don’t. Another form of cap-
tatio, maybe: making you feel at home, doing my best to gauge what you know 
and to match how I argue to that. Which, incidentally, is something you always 
want to do when you’re writing: gauge where your audience is, what they might 
11   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Captatio_benevolentiae, accessed 2/13/16.
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care about, what you share, and what still needs to be explained.
The third reason’s slightly more complicated. Let me put it this way. What’s 
the enduring attraction of “Since the beginning of time…”? “Since the begin-
ning of time, people have tried to make statements about the world” is a crappy 
opening. You all know that. Why do people feel tempted to start things with 
sentences like that? Let’s go back to the problem of worldmaking. I believe 
it’s the unmarked white page, the frightening chaos of unlimited possibility, 
the deer-in-headlights question: What’s my first sentence?—Who, me? How 
do I say to my readers, indeed to myself, what I mean to talk about? How 
do I let people know it’s a thing, and a thing worth your reading me writ-
ing about?—”From the beginning of time” leans on solid authority—it’s hard 
to top God!—Repeating his act of creation, it says, or suggests: “The thing I 
am writing about, that thing exists—it has existed since things have existed; 
therefore, you, the impatient reader (and I, the insecure writer) cannot possibly 
doubt its significance.” 
Problem is, that’s some heavy artillery; you don’t need to borrow so much 
authority to validate saying what you want to say, and indeed your act of doing 
so makes you look weak, insecure, unsure of own authority—quite the opposite 
of what you want. It’s hard to be God, to create, but the fact is, you are the god 
of your three-page or six-page world: you have the right to say: “Let there be 
this argument - this is my thesis.”
So suppose you begin your paper by writing: “I’ve decided to talk about 
Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, and what interests me in the Ethics is the thesis 
that ‘we should try to become immortal as far as that is possible and do our ut-
most to live in accordance with what is highest in us.’” Not so good either, and 
I see you wince: all your teachers to date have said “Don’t use the first person 
pronoun—never say ‘I’.” In fact, the rule is not absolute, it’s a convention—but 
there are good reasons why it’s a convention, and thus good reasons to keep it 
in mind. If you write “I’ve decided to talk about Aristotle’s Nichomachean Eth-
ics, and what interests me in the Ethics is X,” this invites your reader to ask: 
“Why should I care what interests you?” Unless you’re a Very Important Person 
whose tastes or opinions or whims I might care about simply because you are 
you—and even then—I’d like an argument, not an opinion. I want reasoning 
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that will persuade me because it’s persuasive, that will interest me because it’s 
interesting—reasoning, description, narration, explanation that is objective and 
not subjective. In fact, the more authority you establish with objective argu-
ment, the more credit you’ll have with your reader and thus the more leeway to 
use the word “I”—but that’s a matter of tact, or shall we say: practical wisdom.
So how do we say “I’ve decided to talk about the Ethics” without saying 
“I’ve decided to talk about the Ethics”? How about this: “In the Nichomachean 
Ethics, Aristotle argues that ‘we should try to become immortal as far as that is 
possible’”? It’s a little bit boring, but it does the trick. It says this: “I am writ-
ing about the Ethics—about this here idea in the Ethics—and the fact that I’m 
doing this implies of itself that the matter is interesting.” This thing exists and 
I’m writing about it. ‘Nuff said. It isn’t really far off from the Lord of Genesis, 
who doesn’t say “I think this place could use some light,” but: “Let there be 
light.” Such a sentence makes you, the writer, present as a directing force and 
an authority, not as a character: “Let there be this discussion. It will be about 
this, and not about everything else.”
This first distinction, you have to admit, makes it much easier to deal with 
your blank white page: your first sentence will always severely restrict the range 
of things that the second can be about, the second sentence will make the third 
that much easier, and so on—which is why, within reason, it’s a better idea 
just to start than just to think about where you could start. (You can always 
revise.)—That goes for all sorts of things, not just writing.
So where was I, what’s next? Let me continue with my thesis, which is—
you’ll have noticed—not a single sentence: “In the Nichomachean Ethics, Aristo-
tle argues that ‘we should try to become immortal, as far as that is possible, and 
do our utmost to live in accordance with what is highest in us’ (NE 1179b34-36). 
Yet even he seems to admit that humans can never be quite as gods: the life of 
the man supremely happy by virtue of the activity of his intelligence ‘would be 
more than human’ (NE 1177b27). Can humans be more than human, or are they 
doomed to unfruitful attempts to approximate the Divine?” Sentence 1: Here’s 
a statement. Sentence 2: Here’s something that seems to contradict it. Sentence 
3: A rhetorical question suggesting what may be at stake in a resolution of 
the contradiction: Is the contemplative life possible, or impossible? Should we 
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keep trying, or give up now? Here, now, is a sentence 4 qualifying the point, and 
a sentence 5 making it clear what’s been changed in the line of my argument: 
“Aristotle refines the point: ‘A man who would live [such a life] would do 
so not insofar as he is human, but because there is a divine element within him. 
[…] [I]f it is true that intelligence is divine in comparison with man, then a 
life guided by intelligence is divine in comparison with human life. We must 
not follow those who advise us to have human thoughts, since we are <only> 
men, and mortal thoughts, as mortals should; on the contrary, we should try 
to become immortal, as far as that is possible, and do our utmost to live in ac-
cordance with what is highest in us’ (NE 1179b29-36). In other words, divinity 
is possible as a goal, a direction, a guiding star, asymptotically, not as something 
that can be arrived at—and this does not detract from its value.” 
That, I think, is a thesis, albeit with several parts.12 It’s more than one sen-
tence, and it takes time—although not too much—to get where it’s going. 
Let me put on my Germanist’s cap and read this as an example of dialecti-
cal reasoning—though perhaps in fact less in the manner of Hegel than in 
that of Aristotle, who pioneered such reasoning. Sentence 1, what we can call 
the thesis: “Here’s a statement.” Sentence 2, antithesis: “Here’s something that 
seems to contradict it.” Sentences 3, 4 and 5, resolution of thesis and antithesis 
into a synthesis, which can then work as a more complex thesis. My more 
complex thesis—my first attempt at synthesis—is, at this point, the recogni-
tion that “there’s a tension between the aspiration to live a contemplative life 
and its possibility, and Aristotle both recognizes the tension and suggests that 
it should not stop us from doing our best to resolve it.” Now my paper can 
take things from here. It could agree with Aristotle, or disagree with him; my 
sentence 6 could run: “Indeed, one could say a life lived for a higher, if unat-
tainable, goal is a happier life,” or conversely: “Yet one could say that frustra-
tion is hardly divine; perhaps contemplation is not quite the answer.” This is an 
example of what Maria Gapotchenko, in her talk earlier this semester, called a 
12   In fact, it was not clear to me that the final sentence of this passage is (strictly speak-
ing) my thesis until students and colleagues pointed this out to me in the Q & A session after 
I presented this talk for cc102—further proof that it may take a writer some time to discover 
the nature of his own argument!
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“two-way conclusion,” reminding us that such conclusions are always an open-
ing for further thinking—effectively, a new thesis. My conclusion, now, could 
go roughly in one of two ways (some people go both ways). Whichever way it 
will be, I’ve established a vector—that is to say, forward motion, and a limited 
range of directions my writing could go—as well as a program: that is, a clear 
sense of what sort of questions I mean to address. I’ve also begun a procedure 
of exploration: I haven’t led with a statement I think to be true and have only 
to prove. 
I may possibly think there’s a right answer to my question, but stating 
that baldly up front has two downsides. One, it’s offputting: as with using the 
first person plural, why should your reader respond to your statement “I think 
this!” with anything but “Yeah? Who cares?” Two, and I think more important, 
you don’t want to short-circuit your own process of discovery; you don’t want 
to block exploration with certainty in advance. Ask your text a question, your 
text will answer—if you listen carefully—and the answer may not be what you 
expected; in fact, it’s unlikely to be what’s expected. The text itself will argue 
with your interpretation of it, and help you to get it right. It will also lead you 
to questions you hadn’t thought of—new questions, new answers, new ques-
tions. But this can’t happen unless you listen to your material: your texts, your 
own sentences, your thinking processes, your own excitements and irritations. 
Listen to all of that honestly, see where it takes you. That’s really the joy of 
writing, because writing’s a process of thinking. If you believe that you know 
in advance what you think and just stick to that, well then pretty much all you 
can do is repeat what you said the first time, without ever a single new thought. 
And that’s really dull.
Which brings me to one more thesis. —No, two. 
Thesis One: 
You already know that when you want to say something about a text, you’ll want to 
quote text to prove it. I’d like to add: if you want to quote something, write it out; 
don’t cut and paste it. Writing it out is like walking through a landscape; reading is 
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like flying over it; cutting and pasting is maybe like booking a flight on Expedia.13 
Writing it out, you’ll see and appreciate details in real time, in thinking-time, and 
that means you’ll notice things that could correct your initial impression of what’s 
going on there, which—trust me—is almost always inaccurate; flying over it, cut-
ting and pasting all you will see is what you thought you saw, and little will happen 
to change that. To put the matter in natural-science terms: you need to allow your 
data to correct your hypothesis; only then will your hypothesis fit the data. That 
means, in effect, that your thesis may always be changing, and you need to let that 
happen.
Thesis Two, which follows from Thesis One: 
The order in which you discover things may not be the order in which they will 
best make sense to your reader. A written account of your process of explora-
tion may not really achieve the shape of an argument, a clear explanation, or 
even an adequate description; in fact, it probably won’t. This means that often 
there comes a time in the process of writing when you’ll have to completely re-
organize everything. That’s roughly the moment when you discover, while writ-
ing—while in the midst of your exploration—just what it is you’ve been trying 
to say. At which point much of what you’ll already have done may suddenly feel 
13   “The power of a country road when one is walking along it is different from the power 
it has when one is flying over it by airplane. In the same way, the power of a text when it is 
read is different from the power it has when it is copied out. The airplane passenger sees only 
how the road pushes through the landscape, how it unfolds according to the same laws as the 
terrain surrounding it. Only he who walks the road on foot learns of the power it commands, 
and of how, from the very scenery that for the flier is only the unfurled plain, it calls forth 
distances, belvederes, clearings, prospects at each of its turns like a commander deploying sol-
diers at a front. Only the copied text thus commands the soul of him who is occupied with it, 
whereas the mere reader never discovers the new aspects of his inner self that are opened by 
the text, that road cut through the interior jungle forever closing behind it: because the reader 
follows the movement of his mind in the free flight of daydreaming, whereas the copier sub-
mits it to command. The Chinese practice of copying books was thus an incomparable guaran-
tee of literary culture, and the transcript a key to China’s enigmas.” Walter Benjamin, “Chinese 
Curios,” One-Way Street, trans. Edmund Jephcott, in Selected Writings, Volume 1, 1913-1926, ed. 
Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1996), 447-8.
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useless and stupid. Don’t panic—it isn’t useless and stupid; at least, not all of 
it is. Still, you will need to restructure, and cut, and tweak, and trash prose and 
find quotes and rethink, and that can be painful. Really, it can be excruciating, 
and in the timeframes we give you in college not always possible. Ideally, you 
need to push through this to excavate your own thesis, discover your real line 
of argument, and restructure your text to argue it cleanly and strongly. This is 
what writing teachers do with students’ first drafts: we look at your papers and 
try to divine what you’re trying to do, then advise you on how you might reor-
der things so as really to do it in a second draft. This is called editing, and you 
can and should learn to do it without us; our job is to show you how. 
I think I am reaching an end, which means I should maybe talk some about 
conclusions. You know your conclusion should follow, somehow, from your 
thesis. “In summary, let me repeat in my final paragraph what I’ve been saying 
all along.” Yes, that’s intensely boring, I don’t know what your high schools 
were thinking. Of course, if you’ve been exploring, you haven’t been “saying 
it all along.” Your thesis may not simply be your first sentence up top, though 
we do hope you’ve let your reader know early on where you meant to go. Your 
thesis is something developing in clearly-marked parts all along your path of 
discovery, or of argument.
One very good way of letting your reader know where you mean to go is to 
choose a good title. Let me repeat that: You need a title, and one way or another 
it needs to state your intention. I guess that’s another thesis. Let me argue it. 
What was my title? “Formulating a Thesis.” Because I declared as much, you’ve 
known all along that that’s what I came here to talk about; every time that I’ve 
used the word “thesis” I expect you’ve thought “Yes, this is about formulating 
a thesis,” and during my tangents I figure you’ve wondered—I’m hoping pro-
ductively—how is this about theses? As I wrote this talk, I constantly asked 
myself the same question: Is this about formulating a thesis?—And how about 
this? The title’s worked all along—for me and for you—as a check, or a gauge, 
or a measure, of whether I’ve done what I set out to do: that is, to talk with 
you about formulating theses. Looking back, I can see that I’ve given you a 
definition and practical tips and some ways of thinking about the problem, 
plus all along I’ve been modeling making theses—some bad, some good. I’ve 
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also suggested what is at stake in clear formulations and what may be spooking 
you about making them, and encouraged you to view your theses as hypoth-
eses—that is, as questions to texts and as explanations of data that allow the 
data itself to correct them. I’m not sure I’ve done everything I could do in the 
way of prescribing a positive method for making theses, but I’m not sure there 
is one, or only one; you need to develop your thesis from your material. Which 
is to say: from the occasion and from your own needs—from this text or this 
work of art or this thing in the world, from something that bothers you or in-
trigues you, something you feel you would like to disprove, or explore, or clarify 
for yourself, even if maybe you’re not quite sure why. Trust your gut to identify 
what that thing is, then use your mind to explore it. Ask the text a question 
that matters to you, and let it answer. Why bother, otherwise? You’re not doing 
this for my sake. 
So in sum I think I’m satisfied with my title. The title is not just a matter 
of hooking the reader or of truth in advertising, though it’s surely that too; it’s 
also a check on whether I’ve done what I set out to do. If I had called this talk 
“Starting a Paper,” that would have fit some parts, but hardly others; I’d have 
seen a need to change either the talk or the title, and seeing the need automati-
cally diagnoses the mismatch of my intention to the real outcome; it shows me 
there’s something wrong. 
But now, my conclusion. My thesis, which took several forms in the course 
of my talk—that is, what I have argued—works out in total to this: 
Since the beginning of recorded literary history, people have used language 
to try to make statements about the world; traditionally, they have understood 
the act of making such statements as a matter of using language to make dis-
tinctions, of marking differences, of making a cosmos out of chaos. This may 
reflect an eternal tension, in human life, of a necessity of making order with 
the forces that work against it—including, especially, entropy, and, at the limit, 
death. In Aristotle’s Ethics, concern with this tension takes the form of a recog-
nition that although we are only human and thus only mortal, yet “we should 
try to become immortal, as far as that is possible, and do our utmost to live in 
accordance with what is highest in us”—which means, roughly, that we should 
do our best to make order through “the activity of our intelligence,” for such 
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activity “constitutes the complete happiness of man, provided that it encom-
passes a complete span of life” (NE 1177b23-25). In other words, we should 
do our best to make order and sense as long as we can, however difficult that 
may be; because order is life, even though it can’t last and will never be perfect. 
When you are writing, you participate in this process, in this very long human 
tradition of making cosmos from chaos—of setting the mats straight, and of 
refusing to sit on the crooked ones. Like Aristotle, Confucius, Lao Tzu and so 
many others, you are doing this—making a livable order—both for yourselves 
and for the human race as a whole. That’s why it matters: what you say, what you 
write, the questions you ask, the answers you find, how you put things. For in 
the beginning was logos—language as act: every sentence orders the world. It’s 
your choice how you order your world, but you need to think with some care 
about how to create order, and thinking, we know, is a process. I hope I have 
helped with that process. n
AnAlects of the core
Dante Alighieri: “Beauty awakens the soul to act.” 
Allen Miller wrote this short poem on the blue book he turned in with his Fall 
2015 CC 203 final exam, titled “A Haiku for Core.” It reads:
this was a long test 
i hope you have a nice break 
my hand really hurts.
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University from Madison, Alabama, and works as a tech director.
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Yun Shi (CAS ‘19) is undeclared. She enjoys travel and painting.
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